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ABSTRACT
An evaluation of the feasability of a fiber-optic pH sensor was carried out.
The pH sensor is composed of an optode connected to the transmitter-receiver
apparatus (Optolec H) through a lOOm-long fiber. Three diodes of carefully chosen
wavelengths are located in the Optolec H and emit through a bundle of nine fibers to
the end of the optode where the oncoming light is reflected on an immobilized pH-
indicator-based spherical bead of resin and sent back for analysis to the Optolec H
through a central fiber.
The influence of ionic strength as well as precision, response time, and lifetime have
been determined.
This device is to be used for routine in-situ measurements in an underground laboratory
devoted to studies in connection with nuclear waste repositories where harsh conditions
are encountered for direct collection of waters and traditional post-determination with a
pH-meter.



INTRODUCTION

In the past decade, several publications [1-13] have focused on the development of fiber-
optic PH sensors as a promising challenge to wide-range utilised methods, since their
reduced size is particularly suitable for environmental and physiological analyses. These
devices, devoted to in-situ analyses, may also be used in any situation when sampling is
difficult or might be altered and lead to significant errors in the results.
All of them are based on the immobilization of a fluorophoric [10-18] or chromophoric
[1-9, 19-23] dye at the end of an, optical fiber. The recorded fluorescence signal or
changing of color accounts for the concentration of the element of interest H + .
We have developped a carry-on optical device especially designed for environmental
analyses. It is equipped with a sensor for pH determinations in the range 6 to 9. This
device will shortly be tested in an underground laboratory located in clay for the
characterization of its interstitial water.

EXPERIMENTAL
Chemicals were purchased from Merck and Prolabo. The Amberlite XAD4 resin was
purchased from Prolabo.
The water used throughout these experiments was MiIIiQ grade.

Configuration of the Optolec H [24]

The device is described in figure 1. It is composed of 3 L.E.D.S of monochromatic light
(Xl, X2, and X3) and a detector (photodiode) connected to the sensor (optode) by
optical fibers. The latter is characterized by its distal end where the dye is immobilized
(figure2a). The choice was made to immobilize the dye on a spherical bead of resin (ca.
1.4mm in diameter) which is easily permutable. The bead is hold against the fiber with
help of a 2mm screw. The size of this device is comparable to the one of a pH-meter.
The 3 L.E.D.S are modulated in order to avoid any interference with the environing
light. Each of them is connected to 3 transmitting optical fibers equally set around a
central one leading the reflected light from the bead to the detector. A connector is used
to bring the bundle of those 10 fibers and the upper tip of the optode face to face.
The 3 wavelengths Xl, X2, and X3 should be chosen in order to match the characteristics
of the immobilized indicator. Xl is set at the wavelength of the isobestic point. The
signal recorded at this wavelength corresponds to the reference for the quantity of
indicator bound at the end of the optode. A decrease of this signal accounts for the
degradation or an unsteady binding of the indicator. X2, the wavelength of the measure,
is set at the maximum of absorptivity of the alkaline form of the indicator. X3 is chosen
close to the infrared (ca. 800 run), where the indicator is non-absorbant, whatever the



pH. This third wavelength allows a correction for the noise or drifts of the optical line,

due to changes in the position of the bead, torsion of the optical fibers,...

Immobilization procedure

The choice of the resin and the indicator is described elsewhere [25]. The resin consists

of a styrene-divinylbenzene copolymer (XAD4). Its high hydrophobicity allows direct

adsorption of the molecules of sulfonphthalein indicators. The selected beads of resin

(calibrated diameter, roughness of the surface) are successively washed with MiIIiQ

water and acetone prior to 1-min dipping into a solution of brbmocresol green (BCG)

indicator (0.1% in ethanol). The duration of impregnation is a compromise between the

magnitude of the signal and the time to reach equilibration when pH changes.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION -

Configuration of the probe

A point of concern is the nature of the light that is sent back and analysed by the

receiver. It may result either from simple reflection on the surface of the bead, as

suggested by Narayanaswamy et al [19] or include an absorbance component if the

oncoming light is allowed through the bead of resin and reflected beyond.

The design of the optode tip is shown in figure 2a. A simplified mathematical model was

developped according to figure 2b.

The general model supposes the existence of three components for the light analysed by

the Optolec H. A fraction of the oncoming light is allowed through the indicator-based

resin and reflected beyond, on the upper tip of the holding screw (absorbance

component) ; another fraction is directly reflected by the immobilized indicator

(reflective component) while a third fraction includes the numerous optical scatterings

due to the configuration of the tip (background).

In these conditions, the intensity I read by the Optolec H is :

I = a.Iab(£pH) + Ir(^pH) + 1O C1)

where a is the refle~ n coefficient of the upper planar surface of the screw that holds

the bead and p.~ys the role of a partially reflective mirror,

'ab(£pH) fe t n e fraction of light that crosses the indicator zone ; it is dependent

on pH via the absorptivity coefficient £pH of the indicator,

I r is the light reflected by the bead ; it is also dependent on pH,

Io is the fraction of the oncoming light that is backscattered by the probe ; it is

dependent on its design.



Figure 3 corresponds to the curves showing the absolute signal I received by the Optolec
H as a function of pH with 4 different screws having various reflection coefficients. The
most polished-tipped one is screw 1. Screw 2 corresponds to a screw which planar tip
was blackened in order to limit the reflections as much as possible. Screws 3 and 4
correspond to medium reflection coefficients. The same bead (XAD4 impregnated with
BCG) was used throughout the experiments. The observed differences in their responses
show the respective importance of each component mentioned above.
Supposing the reflective component can be neglected in regard of the absorbance
component, equation (1) can be rewritten :

I = a.Iab(£pH) + I0 (2)

If one writes equation (2) for 2 different status of the reflective surface (cq and a[) and

supposing that the bead be unchanged, we have :

II = <*l-Iab(£pH) + Io
!i = ai-Iab(£pH) + Io

At any given pH, by substitution of Iab(£pH):

Ii = - J l + - ^ f - J o - AiJi + Bi (3)

where parameters Aj and Bj are given by :

1 a\ u

Equation (3) was verified with the 4 different screws having various reflection
coefficients (figure 4), the most polished-tipped one being Reference Ij . Least square

linear fittings of the data in figure 4 yield :

12 = 0.04Ji+10.92

13 = 0.41Ji + 4-38

14 = 0.50Ji + 4-81



1

In all cases, a\ (2 < = i < = 4) are smaller than a\, as could be expected considering the

choice of the reference screw. The value of A2 = o^/cq *s particularly significant of the

blackening of screw 2.

If one considers only the reflection on the bead facing the fiber, equation (1) becomes :

I = Ir(SpH) + 1O

and, at any given pH, using the same bead, equation (3) becomes:

which is obviously not observed in our experiments.
This model proves that the major part of the light analysed by the Optolec H is of an
absorbance nature. Therefore, the Lambert-Beer law will be applied to characterize the
traditional sigmoid curves of optical density versus pH used for calibration.

Ionic strength
One of the applications of the Optolec H device deals with pH measurements in

concentrated media like clay interstitial waters (up to 0.3Mol.H).
Although preliminary studies showed no significant influence of the ionic strength of the
solution [3], it is now admitted to modify the response of the probe [1-2,4]
Therefore, the extent of the influence of the solution ionic strength was investigated in
order to determine the limitation of use of this probe, if any.
Contrary to the Nernst-potential given by a glass electrode, directly related to the

activity of H + , any spectrophotometric method appeals to the Lambert-Beer lav/ from

which only the concentration of H + can be deduced.
The Lambert-Beer law is used to describe the sigmoid curves of the acid-base behavior
of colorimetric indicators. In solution, at a given pH,

A = 1.( £ffln.[HIn]+ £In..[In-]) (4)

where A is the absorbance of the solution containing both forms of the indicator in
equilibrium HIn < = > H + + In", HIn being either neutral or negatively
charged,



1 is the length of the optical path,
£Hln ' s the absorbance coefficient, at a given wavelength, of the acid form of the

indicator, supposedly the less absorbant one,
Cjn. is the absorbance coefficient, at the same wavelength, of the base form of the

indicator.
K Co is the total concentration of the indicator, it is convenient to denote

In]0 = £ Hln l c 0

Amax = eIn_.l.[In-]o = £In..l.Co

[HIn]+ [In"] = C 0 .

From equation (4), it comes

A - 1.SHinCp A - Amin

U8In- ' 2HIn) ~ (Amax - Amin)/Co

and the equilibrium constant

(H+)(In-) TIn1 (H+)[In-]
= =

(HIn) THIn' [HIn] Tmn ' C0 - [In']
7in- , A-Amin

where 7in. and 7nin a r e t n e activity coefficients of the base (respectively acid) forms of

the indicator.
Therefore, the expression of pH versus absorbance is given by :

Tin- A - Amin A - Amin
= pKi + l o g — + 1 O g x ^ x T X = PK'i + log

Tln-
The apparent pKis of the sigmoid curves are shifted by the value log ~ — compared to

7ln-
the real pKi of the indicator, log ~—, which is nul only in dilute solutions, is always

/HIn

negative in more concentrated solutions and makes the indicator appear more acidic
than really is. Furthermore, the value of pK'i depends on the ionic strength of the
solution and its definition makes sense only if the ionic strength remains constant



whatever the pH during the establishment of the curve. This is of important matter since
the sigmoid curves will serve as calibration curves for unknown ionic strength solutions.
Figure 5 shows the curves of optical density versus pH as determined with standard
buffer solutions of calibrated ionic strengths (0.01, 0.1, 0.5, and 1.0M) whose
compositions were determined by MINEQL [26] calculations. The indicator consisted of
bromocresol green absorbed on .a bead of XAD4 resin. As expected, the more
concentrated the medium, the lower the apparent pKi.
According to Davies [27], pK'i can be written :

7in-
pK'i =pKi + l o g ; ^ = pKi + log7In. - log yHIn

pK'i = pKi + A(zHin2 - zin-hl^jj- 02J]

where A is a temperature-dependent coefficient , zH]n and zIn. are, respectively, the

charge of the indicator in its acid and base forms and / is the ionic strength of the

solution.

This is confirmed in figure 6 showing pK'is as a function of F(T) = — r- - 0.2 J.

The poor correlation for the last 2 points is alloted to the limit of validation of Davies
law at high ionic strengths. The line'ar relationship was fitted to yield :

pKi = 7.93

With an approximate value of 0.5 for ,4 (T = 25CC), the values of Zj1In and Zjn. that best

fit this estimate are respectively (-5) and (-6). These values are greater than expected,
would the indicator be in solution. This is further evidence that the indicator behavior is
influenced by its close environment ; the XAD4 resin, which the indicator is bound to,
acts as an implicit electron-donating entity. This result is consistent with the previous
observations concerning the electron-donating and electron-withdrawing properties of
some resins [25].

According to the model verified in figure 6, if the limitation critérium is pK'i - pKi = 0.1,
which is equivalent to say that the calibration curve is not allowed to be shifted by more
than 0.1 pH unit from the theoretical one (applied to extremely dilute solutions), the
ionic strength of the solution should not exceed 1 = 3 10"4M.

These experiments confirm that, in moderate and highly concentrated media, the
influence of the ionic strength can not be neglected and a correction will be necessary to



obtain accurate measurements. This correction can readily be deduced from Figure 5,
which can be established for each pair of resin-indicator.

Accuracy and precision
Hysteresis
A hysteresis phenomenon was observed during pH-cycles undergone by a bead of
XAD4-resin impregnated with bromocresol green. The magnitude of this phenomenon
corresponds to 0.2 pH-unit at pH = 7.0, close to the apparent pKi, and decreases on
both sides of this medium value (0.1 pH-unit at pH = 5 or pH = 9). The choice has to
be made of either the increasing-pH determined curve or the decreasing-pH one to
avoid systematic errors in accuracy.

Within-laboratory precision
The precision of this method was tested using bromocresol green on XAD4-resin.
4 sets of sixfold measurements were made and compared with the previously determined
calibration curve. They were all recorded starting from low pHs to reach the selected
values : pH = 5.0 (standard), pH = 7.0 (standard), pH = 8.0 (standard), and pH = 6.60
(composition calculated by MINEQL [26], I = 6.72 10"2M). The statistics for all 4 sets of
measurements are compiled in table 1.
The test of Student applied to these values shows a fair precision around the apparent
pKi (0.02 pH-unit). It is however decreased by 3 to 5 times at more extreme pHs (0.07
pH-unit at pH = 5 and 0.09 pH-unit at pH = 8).
Accuracy is also fairly good at extreme pHs while decreased around the apparent pKi.
The exemple of the 4^1 set of values shows a systematic error ôpH = 6,33 - 6.60 = 0.27,
which is ascribed to the difference of ionic strengths between the sample and the

standards used to draw the calibration curve (pH = 6, / = 3 10"1M, and pH = 7, / = 1.5

10"lM). Refering to figure 5, the corresponding apparent pKis are respectively 6.32 and

6.58 whereas its value reaches 6.88 for / = 6.73 10"2M, i.e., a difference consistent with
the error mentioned above.
This is further evidence for the necessity to carefully manage the ionic strength of both
the standards and unknowns when one operates in highly concentrated media.

Response time
Figure 7 illustrates the variation of the time to reach 90% of the stabilized signal (for a 1

pH-unit step starting from pH\ to pH2) versus the mean pH defined as pHj - pH2 /2.

The general shape of the curve is in good agreement with the common assertion that the

equilibrium is slower to reach around neutrality, where the concentrations in H + and

OH" are low. However, the observed faster response when the pH is decreased (hollow



symbols) provides a reasonable response time and should be prefered to the increased
pH determinations.

Life time
Some assays have been carried out over a 3-month period to check the stability of the
binding of BCG on XAD4 resin.
3 beads of XAD4 resin with comparable caracteristics were simultaneously impregnated
with BCG and then dispatched in a MilliQ water reference solution and standard buffer
solutions of pH 7 and 10.
Their responses (optical density and response time to equilibrium reach) at pH = 7 and
pH = 10 were recorded periodically and showed no alteration over this period of time.

CONCLUSION

The Optolec H equipped with a probe such as described in this paper was found to be
reliable for direct in-situ measurements of pH. Laboratory experiments have proved its
accuracy (0.05 pH unit as a mean value) and precision in the pH range 6 to 9.
However, such performances rely on an a priori knowledge of the medium. A rather
precise estimate of the ionic strength is particularly required in case it is presumed to be
higher than 10"^M. Meeting those requirements is an absolute necessity to obtain
accurate and reliable results.
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LEGENDS

Figure 1 : Schematic diagram of the Optolec H.

Figure 2 : -a- schematic diagram of the optode.
-b- simplified mathematical model displaying the incident light and the

different components of the reflected light.

Figure 3 : Relationship between the absolute optical intensity and pH for various
reflective surfaces of the holding screw.
Bead : XAD4 ; Indicator : BCG.

Figure 4 : Correlation between absolute optical intensities for various reflective
surfaces of the holding screw as described by the absorbance model.
Bead : XAD4 ; Indicator : BCG.

Figure 5 : Influence of the ionic strength on the calibration curves of optical density
versus pH.
Bead : XAD4 ; Indicator : BCG.

Figure 6 : Variation of the apparent pKi as a function of F(T) = — i- - 0.2 J

according to Davies law.
Bead : XAD4 ; Indicator : BCG.

Figure 7 : Variation of the response time (measured at 90% of the signal) versus
mean pH for increasing pH and decreasing pH cycles.

Table 1 : Statistics for precision and accuracy estimates of the method.
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pH solution

X

S2

t'.s A/n"

5.00
4.95

4.9 10-3
0.07

7.00
7.04

1.9 10"4

0.02

8.00
8.01

1.7 10-3
0.04

6.60
6.35

3.110-4
0.02

* t is the Student parameter for n-1 = 5 degrees of freedom, 0.95 confidence level.

table 1


